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Our Italian wines are specially selected and
imported exclusively for Portofino

CHABLIS DOMAINE BOUCHARD

BARBERA D’ASTI

PIEMONTE CORTESE

£18.95

magnum £34.50

Rich, opulent and full of black cherries, blueberries,
vanilla and spice. A big wine with bags of personality

MERLOT DOC ‘VILLA ARFANTA’

£24.00

Intense ruby red, with fragrance enhanced by
raspberry, blackberry & red currant. Dry on the
palate, balanced with subtle sweet tannins

VALPOLICELLA

SAUVIGNON DOC ‘ARFANTA’

£27.50

It has a harmonious and balanced taste with hints of
cherries and violet and a final note of black pepper.
The finish on the palate is a pleasant mineral sensation,
fine and elegant tannins. Perfect with red meat,
hard seasoned cheeses, or alone at the end of a meal.

BARBERA SUPERIORE

£44.00

It has bright cherry fruit, a very dark colour and a
food friendly acidity

CHIANTI CLASSICO

£29.00

ALL ABOVE AVAILABLE BY THE GLASS
£34.00

£35.00

It has a deep red colour and a dry and good body.
Well paired with red and white meats

BUCARO MONTEPULCIANO ABRUZZO

CHARDONNAY DOC ‘ARFANTA’

£24.00

Bright, intense straw yellow with golden tones. Fruity
notes of apple, pear & pineapple. The scents ripen into
nutty tones of walnut & hazelnut. Excellent as an aperitif
or as a pairing with fish.

PINOT GRIGIO DOC ‘ARFANTA’

£33.00

Ripe peach and pears with hints of citrus and a
slight honeyed edge held together by steely minerality
and a fresh acidity.

CHATEAU DE ROQUES ST. EMILION

£38.00

£36.50

Fresh scents of apple blossom honey add to the almond
richness of this arneis. One falls in love with Blangè, like
with a beautiful woman. Low acidity & silky smooth,
wonderfully soft on the palate.

£33.00

£54.00

Rhone, France
A very open expressive wine from one of the Rhone’s
most revered producers. Easy cherry fruits and a soft
velvety texture are to the fore on this stunning wine.

RIOJA RESERVA MARQUES MURRIETA

£42.95

£34.00

BILLECART SALMON ROSÉ

£49.00

CHAMPAGNE
& CHAMPENOISE

£89.95

The wine is perfectly ripe, so perfumed and so giving.
Discreet, elegant, Burgundy-esque in its perfume laciness.

£130.00

£120.00

Fine and elegant pale rose, prominent fruit flavours

VEUVE CLICQUOT

£75.00

The strength of this golden-yellow wine is immediately
pleasing to the nose while its complexity explodes on the
palate.

£85.00

Intense and ripe berry fruit along with mild and almost
sweet tannins give this wine structure, fragrance and
longevity. The wine is rich, full bodied, with a hint of
gentle toasting

AMARONE‘CINQUE STELLE’

£34.50

Beaujolais, France
Intense fruit, concentrated and complex. Lovely rich dark
berry fruits, warm succulent tannins & oozing fresh spicy
flavours. Please ask for this wine to be served slightly chilled
(the way the French would drink it) or at room temperature.

A blend of Tempranillo, Mazuelo and graciano.
Aged for 2 years in oak casks.

It is of a ruby colour. Fruity bouquet with cherry
tone is mitigated by a hint of vanilla and cinnamon.
The taste reflects the spicy undertone of the aroma and
it is balanced by a balanced by a fine tannic note

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO

FLEURIE LA MADONE

full bodied, fragrant and bursting with flavour.
Perfect with fish and white meat.

SPECIAL VINTAGES

NEBBIOLO PIO CESARE

£49.50

Burgundy, France
Lovely fresh crisp floral fruit. No oak is used in this wine so
the varietal character shines through. There is an
intense purity in this wine that is something to behold.

CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE
LA BASTIDE SAINT DOMINIQUE
LE VIEUX TELEGRAPHE

Rich and fruity notes, it shows a full body and
long velvety finish of sweet mature tannins.
Excellent with red meat, game and tasty cheese

CHIANTI RISERVA

POUILLY DOMAINE DE POUILLY

£40.00

Straw yellow colour. Fragrance of flowers and
fruit with hints of peach.

CA MAIOL LUGANA

£45.00

Loire Valley,France
Immense forward fruit with a delicate balance and a
zippy finish. Ripe and fresh with mouth-filling flavours
of green fruit.

Bordeaux, France
This Chateau produces a stunningly fruity wine from
80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet. The wine is characterised
by a deep colour and is perfectly balanced
-classic St Emilion.

ALL ABOVE AVAILABLE BY THE GLASS

CERETTO LANGHE, BLANGÈ

SANCERRE DOMAINE DOUCET
SYLVAIN BAILLY

£26.50

Fresh nose with aroma reminiscent of grapefruit & pear,
with citrus tones also clear. Medium weight and long on the
palate. Ideal with fish & white meats.

GAVI DI GAVI VILLA SPARINA

An intense ruby red with violet reflections taking on
a hint of garnet with ageing. A distinctly vinous bouquet,
broad, rich and intense. A full, dry body with substantial
structure

SU SU COLLI TORTONESI DOC

Highly fragrant with hints of sage & pepper, accompanied
by luscious perfumes of apricot, grapefruit & mango. Rich
and full bodied, this sauvignon accompanies any meal well.

GAVI DI GAVI

Colle Bereto's staple wine is distinguished by its
deep purple colour, a nose of spiced blackberries,
and its soft, persistent flavour. Aged for 12 months in
oak barriques, and a further 6 in bottles before release.

REFOSCO, BORGO DEI VASSALLI

£24.50

£25.00

Truly outstanding, it's richly textured with masses of
fruit and great acidity too. Generous & perfectly balanced

BAROLO SELEZIONATO

£18.95 magnum £34.50

It has fresh fruit aromas of ripe grapefruit with lovely citrus
notes; zingy, juicy and crisp with lemon and lime flavours
and mineral touches, it finishes with gently zesty acidity.

£38.00

Burgundy, France
This is the essence of great Chablis. A clean minerally
style with subtle mineral and citrus fruits that combine
beautifully. A beautiful full flavoured wine, elegant and
classy with a lingering finish on the palate.

PROSECCO VESCOVI

£27.95
LAURENT PERRIER ROSÉ

A light crisp and dry, it makes a wonderful aperitif

PROSECCO ROSÉ VESCOVI

£27.95

It is of a crystalline pale rose petal pink, fine and
persistent perlage. On the nose, it is fresh and fruity.
On the palate, it is elegant, off dry and fruity

£89.95
magnum £215.95

This exquisite rose champagne is made by red grape skins
left on the wine for up to three days, giving the wine
it's unique deep salmon pink colour.

DOM PERIGNON
CLAUDE BARON BRUT

£45.00

£195.00

On the nose, aromas of almond and powdered cocoa
develop gradually into white fruit with hints of dried flowers.
On the palate, the wine instantly traces an astoundingly
fine line between density and weightlessness.

Brilliant full-bodied palate. dark cherries and spices
round off this stunning Amarone

A light, fresh, vigorously youthful Champagne
with a fine, elegant, slightly lemony nose

CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG NUNZI CONTI £32.00

CHARLES MIGNON ROSÉ

It is of a garnet colour. The nose is almost sensual in its
complexity, with aromas of forest fruits, mineral and coffee
scents. Long, complex finish with fine, silk like tannins and
good acidity. Dense structure, full of super ripe fruit

Initial floral notes with subtle rose fragrance

LOUIS ROEDERER CRISTAL

POL ROGER BRUT RESERVE

£80.00

The iconic Roederer Champagne brings a perfect
balance of richness and age worthiness.

BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE

£85.00

SASSICAIA

£300.00

Dark wild cherries, plums, spices, minerals and herbs
develop in the glass. This wine explodes onto the palate
with masses of rich, opulent fruit that caress the palate
with gorgeous length and a seamless beauty

PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ

£260.00

LOUIS ROEDERER JEROBOAM
Famous for its consistency of style, structure
and aromatic complexity

£3950.00

3 litres
from the outset the Cristal Vintage 1999 asserts its finesse,
balance and aromatic complexity.

£179.00

Rich, creamy palate with floral aromas.

DESSERT WINE

£24.50

Fresh fruit, such as apricot and peach on the nose;
soft floral flavors on the palate and a refreshing,
pleasantly smooth finish.

CA MAIOL ROSÉ

Supremely well balanced non vintage.
white flowers, apples and a hint of honey

PERRIER JOUET BELLE EPOQUE

ROSE

£47.50

FIZZ BY THE GLASS
£37.50

Fresh, strawberry-tinged wine, the pale colour is achieved
by the limited contact the grape has with its skins.

VEUVE CLICQUOT £15.00
CHARLES MIGNON £11.00
PROSECCO £7.00

MOSCATO PIEMONTE

£7.50 glass

£34.95

Sweet & harmonic dessert wine, wonderfully balanced.
Straw yellow colour with gold tints, with a fine,
lingering perlage.
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